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At the time I developedWhisperin 19761 encounteredextremely skeptical---often downrighthostile---audiences
1and as a result I (mistakenly) published only an expurgated account of mythoughts about analog representations.
I am delighted that times have changed a bit and this symposiumseems like an appropriate forum for a little
speculation and re-evaluation.
Oneof the main waysWhisperwouldbe different if implementedtoday is that it could be madeto interact with
the real world instead of a simulated diagram. Certainly nownothing stands in the wayof using a real "retina"
with true parallel processing along with a robot arm holding a pencil to drawdiagrams. To the extent that such a
system can interact physically with the environmentin the course of problemsolving, let medefine it as being an
experiential system. Doesliterally experimentingwith and experiencing the world makea difference?
Whena computer system solves a problem by observing the world, changing the world and then observing
the new state of the world--as would an experiential Whisper--howmuchcredit should be given to the computer
system for solving the problem?Is it "cheating" to use the world? To what extent does the world act as part of
the computational structure of the computer system? Andif we are trying to build computer systems possessing
intelligence, does the "intelligence" created by the world count as part of the computer’sthought process? In other
words, what defines the boundary between the computer and the world?
For most computersystems the boundaryis clear. A programreceives input data and generates output data; the
input-output devices are at the boundary. Most computer systems do not, however, operate on diagrams or other
models. In such systems the input-output loop cycles morethan once: input results in output that is then taken as
further input resulting in further output and so forth.
Thesensors and effectors of an experiential system allow it to "read" and "write" to the world in muchthe same
wayas a disk head enables reading and writing data on a disk drive. To write, a disk generates an appropriate
magnetic field at the particular instant the right part of the disk is under the head. The disk head acts as an
"effector" to makea physical change on the disk surface whichcan then be "sensed" at a later time. As the disk
rotates awayfrom the disk head, it movesoutside the range of the head, but westill do not think of it as being
external.
Generally, we wouldsay that a hard disk is a part of the computersystem and that an algorithm whichuses the
disk to store intermediate results during a complexcalculation, nonetheless, has done all its computationwithout
reference to anything external. The crucial feature that makesthe disk drive part of the computersystem and not
somethingexternal to it lies in the limited capabilities of the disk head as sensor and effector. The disk head can
only alter the physical world in a very constrained way.
Wetend to think that we think with our heads given input from our senses. This view is typified by closed-book
exams. Even during an exam, however, one has access to muchmore than one’s head that can be useful in problem
solving. Webring with us our bodies and a pen and are usually given paper; other things such as space, time, mass,
gravity, rigid bodies, flexible materials(clothes), colors, sound,friction, air, light, andso on are also available.
I suggest that since all these aspects of the world are always present we should consider them to be part of
the computational resource available for problem solving. A problem-solvingmethodwhichuses these resources-counting on one’s fingers, say--is not to be denigrated as an invalid formof reasoning. Anexperiential systemhaving
sensor and effector capabilities advancedenoughto support experimentation with the world gains manyaspects of
the world as computational resources. The complete computational resource of the system combinesits portable
structure (e.g. our bodies or a machine’scpu, memory,robot arm, camera, etcetera) and those aspects of the world
mentionedabove that are present everywhere.
To see howthis sort of computationalstructure of the world can be used, consider the following Geographyexam
question: Whatcountries will an airplane flying the great circle route from Vancouverto Bombay
pass over? Clearly,
to solve this problem you need someknowledgeof the shape and location of various countries. This knowledgecan
be amplified, however, by re-representing whatever stored knowledgeyou do have in terms of a globe. In the exam,
you’re not given a globe, or even a sphere, but you can makeone. Onehand can be curled into a rough sphere and
then you can draw on it with the other. If you don’t have a pen, then you can locate the fingers of the other hand
on the "sphere"to represent the locations of up to five countries.
The point of this exercise is that the properties of three-dimensionalspace and in particular the properties of
possible paths betweentwo points on a sphere are available as part of the world. These properties of the world are
everywhereand so the can legitimately be used in solving the problem. A great manymorespatial relationships can
be derived from the stored geographical facts by re-representing them in the context provided by the world because
someof the interesting geographical relationships dependupon relevant properties of space and spheres and these
properties need not be part of the stored knowledge.The geographerneed not also be a topologist.
Beingable to use the world in this experiential waywas the mainpoint of Whisper,but to a certain extent this
point was obscuredby the need to simulate the world (i.e. Whisper’sdiagrams). To simulate the world, aspects of
mustbe formalized and in the process muchof the spirit of using properties of the world without the need for prior
formalizationis lost.
1"Problem-Solving
with Diagrammatic
Representations,"Artificial Intelligence (13), 201-230,1980.
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